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Coquelin Éric



Consultant in telecommunication



7 rue Edouard Vaillant 92300 Levallois Perret France Phone: +33 (0)1 47 39 99 02 Mobile: +33 (0)6 65 16 45 80 [email protected]



Career objective Experienced in programming, troubleshooting, performance testing, used to work with complex platform, I would like to continue growing in leadership and knowledge. I am quickly efficient when starting on something new and have a good capacity to analyze technical issues.



Companies I have worked for Since January 2006 Tridge Group is a small French IT company, its « savoir faire » is billing solutions for telecommunication operators. http://www.tridgegroup.com



From February 2003 to December 2005 Capgemini is a major French IT company. I worked there in the telecommunication entity, Capgemini Telecom France which main customers are leader operators in Europe (e.g.: Vodafone, France Telecom Group)



International experiences Business Analyst (since January 2005) Previously named Freeserve, Wanadoo United Kingdom is an Internet Service Provider owned by France Telecom Group. http://www.wanadoo.co.uk Working on several projects, I'm responsible of collecting detailled informations related to a need required by the management. My role is to identify business impacts (billing, customer support, marketing, etc.) in the Information System. Then, my study is provided to the impacted departments (billing development, direct marketing, etc.) The main studies I have worked on ●



TV over ADSL



●



Credit card validation (CSC and AVS)



This job improves the relationship and self-organisation.



Studies/Programmer/Tester (from March to December 2005) Part of the France Telecom Group, Wanadoo France is an Internet Service Provider, leading the French market. http://www.wanadoo.fr Improvement of the invoice generated by billing system in order to be compliant with the gouvernment and with the Marketing requirement. Using the programmation language C, I modified large part of the Infranet customised policies source code. No critical bugs were reported. As a second part of my performance, I made some studies on the billing system to identify the impacts of the convergence between Wanadoo France and the main line entity (historic one) of France Telecom Portal Infranet 6.2, C, SQL Oracle, KSH, Perl



Tester (from August 2005 to January 2006) Orange NL is a mobile operator in Nederland, owned by the France Telecom Group. http://www.orange.nl As part of the TOP program, initiated by France Telecom Group to reduce the costs, Orange NL like all other mobile operators owned by FT Group are working on convergent solutions. MDSP (Mobile Data Service Platform) is one component of this program. The aim of this platform is to centralise the e-mail server and all the related services (Address book, Calendar, etc.) My objective was to test the interface between Orange NL and the main server, then, look after bugs status and check further improvements. Portal Infranet 6.5, Test Director



Programmer (from April to July 2005) Subsidiary of Vivendi Universal, SFR is a mobile phone operator in France. http://www.sfr.fr Since Vodafone has bought 45% of the company, SFR concluded a commercial alliance with it. It offers to this (so) French company the opportunity for its customers to use the huge network of Vodafone all arount the world. Included in this strategy, Vodafone provides to SFR technical packages like ER4. ER4 (European Release) is a package developed by Vodafone to provide access to third generation services. ER4 has been designed to be installed on all Vodafone subsidiaries This project was mostly about understanding the Vodafone package which is coded in JAVA and running using Weblogic. Since I was the most experienced programmer, I had the technical support function to help the other team members. With “The Grinder”, I have checked that the new package (ER4) was conform to client performance expectations. Then, my second task was to provide a report on the performance results. Portal Infranet 6.5, JSP, Java, The Grinder



Programmer/Tester (from August 2004 to March 2005) Part of the France Telecom Group, Wanadoo France is an Internet Service Provider, leading the French market. http://www.wanadoo.fr Starting just after the development to regrade the billing system to Infranet 6.2 was finished, I have tested various functionnalities to validate the new package. Later on, I worked on a new project, GCL (Gestion de Configuration Logicielle). GCL is an application, developped from scratch, to automatise the deliveries to Wanadoo France. The project lasted 2 months and is frequently used by the client. The application is designed to be used by programmers who modify the billing system application, it permits to deliver only modified components. As part of a 3 person team, I took the PERL scripting part which was about half of the work. Portal Infranet 6.2, Perl, KSH, PVCS



Programmer (from September 2003 to January 2004) Bizmaps is a irish software editor specialized in geographical data processing. http://www.bizmaps.ie For my second year in high school, I decided to find an internship in Ireland to improve my english. I developped an internet application designed to optimize the placements of technical agents in an area (for example : repair workers, delivery personnel) Using the company’s API to access geographical data, I wrote the Internet interface in ASP and HTML. ASP, SQL Server, VB, HTML, Javascript



Formations 2002-2003



Engineering diploma in computer science Engineering diploma in computer science. IFIPS (Institut de Formation d'Ingénieur de Paris Sud) ex FIIFO (Formation d'Ingénieur en Informatique de la Faculté d'Orsay) is a French school.



1998-2000



Technical degree in computer science 2 years technical degree in computer science (IUT d’Orsay, Université Paris XI – http://www.iut-orsay.fr ).



1998



High school diploma High school diploma specialized in Maths, physics and biology (Casablanca, Maroc)



Languages French mother language



English fluent: many international experiences (Ireland, Nederland and United Kingdom)



German learned for 5 years



Technical knowledges Programming languages C, C++, JAVA, PERL, KSH, SQL, ASP, PHP, JSP, STRUTS



Billing software Portal Infranet, BSCS



Development kits PVCS, Test Director, CVS, The Grinder



Operating systems UNIX, Windows
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Development and automation of queries, views and stored procedures (Transact-SQL). âž¢ Control of the quality and the completeness of the integrated data.
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internal communication (in-house journal). 2000 - 2003. Harry's Group ... Toulouse University, France. â–«. 1985 â€“ 1989 : postgraduate diploma in business law.
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Eric Poupon English resume - Site Eric 

Bank cards, fuel cards. â€¢ EMV, MChip, CPA, VIS, ... Complete writing of a cryptographic keys management procedure,. - Short-listing of ... o Issuing test keys. o Detailing .... accounting procedures, established and audited the overhead expense ...
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...entre Beck et Nirvana unplugged, avec une fin à la George Harrison ». Jean-Daniel, (Radio Judaïca) https://soundcloud.com/ericchabane. ERIC CHABANE ...
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eric taylor 

4 avr. 2018 - In the 1970's and 1980's, Eric Taylor was widely regarded as a ... general manager of the club which also served as the farm team for the ...
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En Europe, le Royaume-Uni et les pays scandinaves sont les plus avancés ... qu'ils ont compris rapidement qu'il fallait adapter les systèmes d'information pour ...
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ERIC VINCENT 

tears spring: the traditional scenes perpetuate themselves from year to year. Some nerve ... First, arduous marketing studies whereas his genetic codes ... But his dirty synaptic network resisted all treatments that he inflicted himself, from.
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Pour le consommateur de 2015, qu'il soit d'Europe, .... Quand j'ai ouvert hybris en 2010, en France – avant l'Italie, l'Espagne, la Turquie et d'autres pays y.
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Stephan Samouilhan : L'omnicommerce, c'est un concept en devenir ou déjà une ... est moins mature mais connaît une forte croissance, notamment du fait des ...
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freins ? « Ce qui fait qu'une entreprise bouge aujourd'hui, ce n'est plus le ... Ils ont vu dans hybris un axe de développement très complémentaire à leurs métiers ...
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Lumières Norbert Richard / Son Jacques Allaire, Stéphane Monteiro. PRODUCTION Le TARMAC - La Scène Internationale Francophone. COPRODUCTION ...
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This. Paris. Monologue. Comique. Dit. Par. Coquelin. AARNac. PDF on the files/S3Library-2912b-Af4cb-648b0-81a18-31507.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the. Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information,
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This. Ainsi. Vivait. Eric. By. Neuenschwander. Eric. PDF on the files/S3Library-66847-79536-3f31d-Aea1f-9d376.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the. Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, if prov
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273 981. 543 248. 543 248. 26 501 852. 8 607 882. 17 893 970. 16 851 556 ...... HR. /. /. VI â€“ Cotisation fonciÃ¨re des entreprises : qualification des effectifs.
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(A standard length resume on one single page is available at ... Good financial knowledge based on former academic education and experience, familiarity with.
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Page 3 - Eric Montbel 

There are few religious songs in the song books of popular music published in ... depends on the subjective personality of the person making the collection. It.
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Abstract - Eric Henon Reims 

Molecular properties affecting the adsorption coefficient of phenylurea ... quantitative structure property relationship (QSPR) soil sorp- ... Responsible editor.
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AlgoGen - Eric Henon Reims 

Nov 28, 2013 - AlgoGen: A tool coupling a linear-scaling quantum method with a genetic algorithm for exploring non-covalent interactions. C. Barberot a, J.C. ...
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Towards Co-creation of Service Research Projects â€“ A Method for Learning in the Network . .... Good Practice Regarding Alarm System Design and Alarm Management ...... btp.pdf?view=Binary. ...... In today's healthcare, the use of advanced and comple
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Eden express - Eric Vincent 

A man's voice, imprinted of wisdom and self-confidence. He unfolded ... The practitioner had his instruments close at hand, in the satchel. Stethoscope .... Butâ€¦ why do you avoid me? This time, he ..... Our Lord gives you a new luck. - I seeâ€¦
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13-15 october 2004 Melbourne, Australia. Â« The Bed Â» (1892) ... 3 times. 86%. 75%. < 3 times. Rest. Work. Â« During sleep do you wake up ? Â» 19%. 21%. > 30'.
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Roald Bradstock - Eric GEIRNAERT 

â€œI have only thrown once this year,â€� said Bradstock. â€œI threw 72.35 meters during the middle of a heavy weight training cycle. The 74.73m I did last year in Tucson ...
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Untitled - Eric Watelain 

prevention and screening of the handicaps, the care, the ... disabilities or an invalidating health problem'. ..... Intellectual disabilities and Behavioral disorder.
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Untitled - Eric Kaiser 

A painting called Public Transport was the most successful of the group. It depicts a group of African men crowded together. We see primarily heads and.
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